
CCDM Programme FTE Calculation

FTE calculation data map Feb-18

Import TC one on 
one care report

User enters 
expected new 
graduate (NG) per 
role

User enters 
unavailable hours 
per base role

User enters 
budgeted hours 
per base role

User enters 
rationale (1 per 
day/shift 
combination)

User enters 
expected turnover 
(TO) per base role

User adjusts 
calculated roster 
to minimise 
deficits and 
surpluses

User enters 
rostered hours by 
role, day and shift

User enters shift 
coordinator hours 
by day/shift

User enters 
minimum FTE per 
shift

Import TC roster 
reengineering 
report (excludes 
12.5%)

Import TC other 
productive (OP) 
HPPD. User selects

Import TC shift 
variance report 
(incl 12.5%)

User allocates 
variance to 
available roles

User enters 
budgeted hours 
per additional role

User enters 
unavailable hours 
per additional role

User enters hours 
required for 
additional roles by 
day
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Subtract >=8 hours 1:1 
patient care from 

clincial in department 
hours by day and shift

System apportions 
OP HPPD  across 

shifts
System calculates 
OP HPPD per day 

and shift: OP HPPD 
x number of 

patients

System calculates PT 
DEMAND: clinical hours + 

OP hours + shift 
coordination hours, by day 

and shift

System calculates the INITIAL 
RECOMMENDED ROSTER: (Clinical 

HPPD + 12.5%) + (OP HPPD x 
average patients) + shift 

coordination hours, which cannot 
be less than 'minimum FTE'

System calculates CURRENT ROSTER: rostered 
hours + shift coordination by day and shift

System charts PATIENT DEMAND, 
CURRENT and CALCULATED 

ROSTERS (with stretch factor = 
unexpected workload). As user 

adjusts hours, system recalculates 
the recommended roster

System displays CURRENT, CALCULATED and 
FINAL RECOMMENDED ROSTERS by day and shift

System Calculates AVAILABLE HRS: 
(Bud FTE – TO) x Exist Avail Hrs + NG x 
NG Avail Hrs + (TO > NG) x NewExp 
Avail Hrs

System calculates 
ANNUALISED 

HOURS required: 
hours per day and 

shift x 52

System calculates 
RESIDUAL HOURS 
AVAILABLE per role and 
graduate/new/existing

VARIANCE IN 
HOURS: hours 

required - hours 

System calculates 
RESIDUAL HOURS 

AVAILABLE per role

System calculates BASE FTE: 
sum current budgeted + 

allocated + residual per role

Either ALLOCATE 
RESIDUAL DEFICIT: 
increase number of 

RN/RM required

or ALLOCATE RESIDUAL 
SURPLUS: reduce 

number of RN/RM 
required

System calculates 
REQUIRED FTE: (Hours 

required x 52)/available 
hours per additional role

System displays TOTAL FTE: 
base and additional FTE by 

role: current, required (split by 
base, planned, and unplanned 
leave/bureau), and variance

System calculates 
ADDITIONAL FTE 

variance: required FTE -
budgeted FTE, per 

additional role

Software algorithm for the FTE calculation (excl. 1:1 patient care from base)
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